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NSHE 
Campus Technology Officer Meeting 

February 23, 2011 
1:00– 2:30 p.m. 
MINUTES 

 
Attendance 
Marilyn Delmont, Karen Brown, Carlo Dacumus, Steve Zink, Brian Chongtai, Kenneth Sullivan, Dwaine 
Hiles 

Advisory Group Update 
There was no SCS AG update because the meeting was cancelled.   

April F2F Meeting  
The handout for the F2F meeting was discussed.  It was agreed to combine bullets two and four (Steve 
Zideck) of the breakout sessions on day one.  A volunteer is still needed for bullet number one.  Marilyn 
would like anyone interested in leading this topic to let Roberta Roth know by next Friday March 04, 
2011.   
 
Marilyn stated Roberta needed to know the topics the CTO’s would be presenting in the roundtable 
section of day one.  Please send your topics to Roberta by the next CTO meeting on March 23, 2011.   
 
It was also noted the CAV and Data Center tours would be done in two separate groups due to inability 
to accommodate one individual group.  The groups will have the opportunity to attend both tours just not 
at the same time.  
 
On day two it was clarified NSC was interested in topic number one not that they’d be providing a 
speaker on the topic which means a speaker on this topic is still required. TMCC will have Dave Duffield 
speak on topic number two.  It was also noted that he would be speaking on HR and Finance.There was 
some confusion on whether or not he would be speaking on both.  Some clarification is required on this.  
CSN voiced interest in hearing someone from McAfee speak about security; however, a speaker hasn’t 
been identified.   
 
An email will be sent requesting suggestions for speakers.  The CTO’s will then vote on a speaker or 
suggest others.  Marilyn stressed the importance of deciding on a speaker soon due to the time it takes 
to have a speaker confirmed.   
 
It was agreed to table the vote for the product demonstrations until the next meeting.   
 
Marilyn stated Dan had sent an email to the Presidents requesting they name a representative to form 
the iNtegrate Phase 2 Steering Committee.  The executive sponsors have already been named.  Bart 
Patterson is the HR sponsor and Mark Stevens is the FIN sponsor.   Steve Zink wanted to know if the 
CTO’s knew about the email regarding iNtegrate 2.  Dwain stated he received an email earlier today but 
that was all he knew of on the subject.  Kenneth Sullivan stated he thinks someone was in the process 
of being named.   It is not known if HR or FIN will be done first or in parallel.     
 
Marilyn stated she would like to discuss the SCS Budget Reduction Plan because of the impact it may 
have on campuses.  .  She’d like to have these discussions with the CTOs sooner rather than later.  
 
Kenneth Sullivan stated he’d be out on medical leave for six weeks and would like Susan Shoeffler 
included on all correspondence.     
 

Next Meeting- March 23, 2011. 
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